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Abstract:  This paper reports one aspect of a Repetitive Scheduling Method (RSM) or Line of Balance Scheduling Technique 

(LOBST) applied for a housing project having project activities repetitive in nature. These scheduling methods are planning and 

scheduling techniques mostly used in construction and manufacturing industries where repetitive operations are abundant. The 

Line-Of- Balance Scheduling Technique (LOBST) is a linear scheduling method that allows the balancing of the operations such 

that each activity is continuously and efficiently performed in each consecutive unit. A preliminary survey of research paper 

reveals that LOBST is most suitable for the scheduling and planning of repetitive and non repetitive type of project but there are 

some disadvantages of LOBST method and also find out from the research paper that LOBST method is not develop properly for 

the computer programming for this drawback when the LOBST method is used with the CPM network most satisfactory result get 

for the repetitive and non repetitive type of projects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Construction projects that engage activities are typically chosen as repetitive or linear projects. Multiple houses and typical 

floors in a high-rise building (repetitive projects) or highways and pipelines are typical examples. The LOB system is a 

scheduling route developed by the U.S. Navy in the early 1950s. It was principal functional to industrial manufacturing and 

production control, where the intent was to attain or calculate the flow rate of complete products in a production streak (Line of 

Balance 1962). 

This review paper reflects formal development and some experimental work done into the field of LOBST. In this review paper 

select five research paper related to LOB techniques and work done into repetitive type of project. In these review paper pros and 

cons of LOBST, application of LOBST into field, comparison of LOBST with Network method and details of software used for 

LOBST method.   

 

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK DONE 

1] Line-Of-Balance Scheduling in Pavement Construction: 

In this research paper, the researchers are taken a case study of Single Layered Highway Surface Treatment project of 100 

km stretch of rural highway.  

The objective of this research paper is listed below;  

       1) A programmed rate of completed units is met, 2) A constant rate of repetitive work is maintained, 3) Labor and plant move 

through the project in a continuous manner such that a balanced labor force is maintained and kept fully employed, and 4) The 

cost benefits of repetitive working are achieved. The initial procedure of this paper is to dividing the project inro four main 

activities: 10 Aggregate transportation; 2) prime coating; 3) surface coating preliminaries; and 4) surface coating.   

       The rates of production for these four activities were determined by following factors: 1) The contract duration, 2) Estimated 

subcontractor performance, 3) Logical limitations and 4) Strategic limitations. 

 
figure 1: velocity diagram for 100 km 
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